
Gain Total Control of Your Online Reputation



Listing Management 
from a single page
For all your locations and directories. Use Post 

Business LM feature to ensure your name appears 

first when customers are looking for a product or 

service of yours. When your business listings are 

informative, accurate, and consistent, Google’s 

algorithm will push your listing to the top of the 

search results.
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Auto scan and Auto-
Heal feature 
Discover how to stand out online and grow your 

ability to attract new customers and grow your 

business by ensuring your Name, Address, and 

Phone number (NAP) is always correct.
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Optimise Reviews 
Response Management
Manage your GMB Reviews, Facebook and Instagram 

posts at scale from a single page and leverage PB’s 

Smart Response feature for best practice and sector 

specific canned responses. Turn every conversation 

into a long-term relationship.
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5

• Tap into a team of customer experience specialists to respond to 
your online Review and comments on your behalf. 

• Design the content approval workflow of your choice.

• Deep dive into big data analytics and content analysis.

• Your own canned library of pre-made responses.

• Choose your Review Response specialist from a pool of talents.

4.

Reviews Response
Center 



Operational & real-time 
Business Intelligence
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Leverage your Big Data and extract vital consumer 

insights and store analytics at the push of a button 

and make the right decision at the right time.



Schedule Post in bulk 
and at the push of a 
button.
Schedule bulk Posts for now or in the future for one 

or as many locations required, at the push of a 

button and from a single page. Synch with your 

Marketing Calendar and optimise your SEO with PB’s 

bulk auto schedule feature.
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Data-driven 
retail site analysis
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Visualise your footprint to analyse your locations vs. 

your competition. Understand your SWOT vs. your 

peers and more tools to stay ahead.



Customer leaves 
Review

Ticket can be monitored till 
resolution, including proof-

of-work upload.
A ticket is system generated 
and assigned to relevant 
department.

Review is analyzed to 
extract entities and auto-
classified by type, tonality 
and more.

Convert raw data to 
actionable insights
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Engage with your 
Customers 24/7

Your customers can get in touch with you in real-time 
from entry points on Google Maps, Search, and your 
brand websites and you can assign one or more 
agents to your location to  chat live with each 
customer with a rich, asynchronous messaging 
experience that delights customers and drives 
business results.

● Deep dive analytics
● BOT ready
● History of chats
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Edit listings in bulk and 
at the push of a button.

Multi site businesses no longer need to waste time 

and effort to modify opening hours or other profile 

data. Using PB users can modify all their listings or 

even specific groups with the click of a button.
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Online Product 
Catalogue and SEO

Use product catalogs to  make your listing more 

attractive and engaging and to boost your SEO. Build 

a presence online to showcase your products and 

drive customer interactions. Items added through the 

product catalogue appear in Business Profiles on the 

computer and mobile version of Google Search.
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Fully Managed 
ORM Services

A team of experts led by a dedicated Relationship 
Manager look after your Google My Business listings 
and other key online directories so your business 
always stands out online when customers are looking 
for a service like yours.

Learn More via: Post Business website

https://postbusinessstg.sp.com.sa/knowledgebase1/en/

